Interaction of light with water under clear and algal bloom conditions
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SUMMARY
Algal blooms are a major problem in water bodies throughout the world. Algal blooms that produce harmful toxins are termed harmful algal blooms (HABs). It is important to monitor water bodies for algal blooms as they can be harmful to humans and animals. Monitoring can also allow management agencies to mitigate the blooms. There are challenges in monitoring water bodies such as time, cost, and remoteness. This study aimed to detect algal blooms with satellite images to enable earlier detection in the future. This can help with earlier warning and advisories that will mitigate negative health effects to humans and animals. Areas with algal blooms behaved like vegetation in certain regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS), while in others it resembled water. As algal blooms became brighter, near-infrared values increased. We also observed a high ratio vegetation index and low mid-infrared values confirm the presence of algae and distinguish them from vegetation. Satellite images can be used to detect algal blooms in water bodies in Wyoming, based on how algae interact with light in the near and mid-infrared regions.

INTRODUCTION
Algal blooms are a type of floating vegetation that is produced by excess nutrients in water in the presence of sunlight and higher temperature (1). Algal blooms are a major problem in water bodies throughout the world (2). A global study conducted by the US Geological Survey (USGS) found that the number of lakes with the presence of algal blooms has increased rapidly from 1984 through 2013 (1). If algal blooms produce harmful toxins, they are termed harmful algal blooms (HABs) (2). Mild to serious health issues have been reported when humans and animals come into contact with HABs (3). Cyanobacteria, the most common type of algal blooms, produce toxins such as anatoxins and saxitoxins (i.e., cyanotoxins) (4). Cyanotoxins pose various health threats, including amnesic shellfish poisoning, vomiting, diarrhea, confusion, seizures, permanent short-term memory loss, or death (5). In addition to cyanobacteria, HABs contain many other types of microorganisms, some of which are also capable of producing toxins (5). Algal blooms form in warmer months when sunlight is abundant and excess nutrients are present in water and die off when the temperature drops (3). It is important to monitor water bodies for algal blooms due to their potential health risks. Monitoring water bodies for the presence of algal blooms can prevent injuries and possible deaths to humans and animals (6). It can also allow management agencies to issue alerts to the public about the blooms.

There are challenges in monitoring water bodies, such as time, cost, and remoteness (7). Agencies must determine if algal blooms are present in the water bodies and issue alerts. Traveling to various water bodies to collect and analyze water samples for the presence of HABs is resource-intensive. With satellite images, the time and cost of monitoring water bodies can be reduced. Different surfaces on the Earth reflect certain amounts of light in the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum (Figure 1) and these reflection patterns are used to monitor vegetation, urban areas, forests, water, fires, etc. (8).

Satellite sensors measure electromagnetic radiation from Earth’s surface and store them as images (9). Each image includes measurements in different spectral regions such as blue, green, red, and infrared (9). Satellite data are characterized by four resolutions: spectral, spatial, temporal, and radiometric (10). The spectral resolution is the sensitivity of the sensor and its ability to distinguish between reflections in different regions of the EM spectrum (11). Spatial resolution is the size of the pixel size in an image (10). Temporal resolution is how frequently images are collected (9). Radiometric resolution is the range of values used for recording the reflected light in each pixel (11). By considering these parameters, satellite images can be used to monitor the Earth’s surface features.

Spectral indices compare values in two or more bands, enabling analysis of light interactions from various surfaces (12). Specifically, indices can be used to detect changes in two or more images acquired at different time periods (12). In the context of assessing algal blooms, clear water reflects more light in the blue region compared to other regions. However, when materials such as sand, sediment and vegetation are present, the light interaction of water will change; turbid water reflects more light in the visible region (13). Previous studies used a single satellite image to detect the presence of algal blooms in water bodies (14). However, this approach cannot determine if the change in light interaction was caused by algal blooms or other features such as water turbidity and seasonal changes. By comparing light interactions in the same locations when algal blooms were present (warmer months) and absent (cooler months), we can determine if the observed changes were caused by algal blooms.

The overarching objective of this study was to detect algal blooms based on the light interaction of clear and affected water in the Fontenelle and Wheatland 2 & 3 reservoirs in Wyoming. We used the following spectral bands from the Landsat 8 satellite: blue (B), green (G), red (R), near-infrared (NIR), mid-infrared (MIR), and far-infrared (FIR) in this study.
Our first objective was to assess whether the presence of algae would change the light interaction in two Wyoming reservoirs. We hypothesized that since algae are photosynthesizing organisms, their light interaction would be closer to vegetation. Our second objective was to measure the impact of algae brightness on light interaction. We hypothesized that as the brightness increases, its similarity to vegetation will increase. Our third objective was to see whether Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI), an index used for monitoring vegetation (15), can be utilized to identify algal blooms in these water bodies. Since RVI is sensitive to the amount of vegetation, we hypothesized that it could be used for identifying algal blooms from clear water. RVI values for vegetation were higher than those of algal blooms. Algal blooms and vegetation can be distinguished using their MIR values. This can be used to detect algal blooms in the future and issue health advisories.

RESULTS

Compared to in-person monitoring, satellite images are a more efficient and cost-friendly method to detect algal blooms, based on their interaction in the near- and mid-infrared (IR) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (14). Using images with and without algal blooms, we sought to determine if they caused a difference in light interaction.

We acquired Landsat images before and during the presence of algal blooms for two reservoirs. The spectral data collected by Landsat were extracted in three visible and three IR regions. This spectral data was extracted for water, bare ground, vegetation, and algae. Different vegetation indices were calculated using the red and infrared bands.

In locations where algal blooms were present in warmer months, the light interaction changed compared to when water was clear (cooler months). Areas in water bodies with algal blooms reflected similarly to vegetation outside the reservoir in the near-IR region and similar to water in other spectral bands in both Fontenelle (Figure 2) and Wheatland #3 (Figure 3). When algal blooms were present, the near IR values changed regardless of the brightness ($p < 0.05$). The near IR values for brightness categories of dim, medium and bright algal blooms were significantly different from each other ($p < 0.01$). However, the mid-IR values for these three types of algae were not different from each other ($p > 0.05$). Bare ground reflected more light in all bands than the rest of the surfaces. Reflection patterns of bare ground, vegetation, and water were similar for both study sites.

As algal blooms brightened, the near IR values increased, while the values in the other spectral regions did not change (Figure 2). When the algal blooms were bright, the light reflection in near IR exceeded that of vegetation ($p < 0.05$). When the algal blooms were dim and of medium brightness, they were significantly lower than vegetation ($p < 0.05$). When the algal blooms were dimmer, the light reflection in all spectral bands was more similar to water (Figure 3).
RVI values can be used to identify algal blooms in water bodies. For water, RVI values were lower than 1 (Figure 4). When algal blooms were present, RVI values increased up to 3 at those locations. For dim algal blooms, the RVI values slightly increased (1.37), but for bright algal blooms (2.795), the RVI values exceeded vegetation values (2.31) (Figure 4). From the RVI values, we can conclude that they increased as the brightness of the algal blooms increased.

Since vegetation also had higher RVI values, mid-infrared (MIR) values can be used to differentiate between algae and vegetation; algae had lower MIR values in comparison to vegetation (Figure 4). High RVI and low MIR values can confirm the presence of algae. When both RVI and MIR values are high, it is most likely vegetation growing outside the water body. Because our results show that RVI was high and MIR low, we can conclude that the changes in light interactions were caused by the presence of algal blooms (Figure 5).

To summarize, as the brightness of algal blooms increased, the near-infrared and RVI values increased. When RVI values are higher, the algal blooms are brighter in that area. When the algal blooms are brighter, they are more similar to vegetation growing outside the reservoir.

**DISCUSSION**

This study aimed to use spectral information in satellite images to detect algal blooms. Satellite images can be used to detect algal blooms in water bodies in Wyoming, based on how algae interact with light in the near and mid-infrared regions. When algal blooms were present, the near IR values started to increase. Therefore, when algal blooms were present in the water, the light interaction was significantly different in the near IR region. These findings concur with...
previous studies that used satellite images for monitoring algal blooms in ocean and coastal zones and the Great Lakes (17, 18).

When the algal blooms were brighter, the NIR and RVI values were higher. This could be due to increased photosynthetic activity at those locations. Both high RVI values and low MIR values can confirm the presence of algae in an area. Using RVI values along with mid-infrared can distinguish algae from vegetation growing outside the water bodies.

Algal blooms were observed only in September in the two reservoirs studied. However, there could have been features in the reservoirs throughout the year that affected the light interaction. In order to confirm that suspected algal bloom areas did not have pre-existing features, images from late spring and early summer acquired from the previous year(s) are required to confirm that those locations reflected like water.

Water turbidity can affect the readings taken from each image as this can change light interactions for both water and algae. For more shallow water bodies, another problem could be vegetation growing in the water (i.e., submerged vegetation, can be misinterpreted as algae).

When algal blooms are found along the shore, differentiating between them from vegetation growing nearby can be difficult. Along the shoreline, in one pixel there could be both algal blooms and vegetation. Future research should focus on separating the vegetation and algal blooms along the shoreline. Higher spatial resolution images could help separate vegetation growing along the shoreline from the floating algal blooms.

Finding images of the reservoirs was challenging as many were covered in clouds. In this study, we used only Landsat 8 images. In 2021, Landsat 9 was launched allowing us to monitor an area every 8 days instead of once every 16 days. This increases the chances of getting cloud-free images, thus being able to monitor more frequently. Relying on data only from two Landsat satellites might not be sufficient for finding suitable images and including images from other satellites can help to overcome this problem. Future studies can use images collected by other Earth observation satellites which will further increase the chances of monitoring the water bodies more frequently. However, using images from another satellite must have the same qualities as Landsat. For example, the spectral bands in all satellites must match. At least the red, near, and mid-infrared bands must be used as they are necessary to distinguish algae from vegetation growing outside the reservoir.

Using the red and NIR bands, we can calculate RVI values. When photosynthetic activity increases, RVI values will be higher. Vegetation and other organisms reflect higher amounts of NIR resulting in high RVI values. Hence, RVI is an effective index to distinguish algae from clear water. If water remained clear throughout the year, the RVI values varied minimally. However, if algal blooms appear in some areas of the water body, the RVI values at those locations increased. If the algal blooms become bright, their RVI values will be more similar to the values of vegetation growing outside the water body.

Because the main difference between algal blooms and vegetation is the reflection in the mid-infrared regions, this difference can be used to detect algal blooms remotely and without having to spend as many resources. Additionally, the
benefit of the remote monitoring is apparent for water bodies that are too remote to be easily accessed by other means. Our study therefore adds useful data to a growing body of literature on remote monitoring of algal blooms, which is important for reducing the negative impacts on human and wildlife health. Finally, we see many applications of our work, one of them being a potential monitoring system that issues early warnings and advisories to people in close proximity to affected water bodies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pre-processed Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager scenes for two Wyoming reservoirs, Fontenelle (Figure 6) and Wheatland #3, were obtained from the US Geological Survey website (19). The spatial resolution of Landsat 8 images in the visible and infrared regions are 30 meters by 30 meters (i.e., each pixel covers 900 square meters of ground area). The Fontenelle Reservoir images were acquired on 29 Aug 2016, 19 Oct 2017, 6 Sep 2019, and 23 Sep 2019 (Figure 6). The Wheatland #3 images were acquired on 24 Aug 2016, 29 July 2017, 17 Aug 2019, and 18 Sep 2019. These images were free of clouds, shadows, snow, haze, and other obstructions.

First, the 2016 Landsat image for Fontenelle Reservoir was displayed in ERDAS ViewFinder software. Spectral values were extracted for the following six features: 1) water, 2) dim algae, 3) medium algae, 4) bright algae, 5) vegetation growing outside the reservoir, and 6) bare ground. The brightness of the algae was determined by their appearance in the image. For each feature, reflection values in each spectral band (blue, green, red, near-infrared, mid-infrared, and far-infrared) were collected at 11 different locations. In addition to the spectral values, the geographic coordinates of each sampling location were also recorded. These steps were repeated for the 2017 and 2019 images. This resulted in 198 (6 features x 11 locations x 3 years) samples containing 6 spectral values.

Next, the steps above were repeated for Wheatland Reservoir #3 using Landsat images acquired in 2016, 2017, and 2019. However, this reservoir had only one type of algae. This resulted in another 198 (4 features x 11 locations x 3 years) samples containing 6 spectral values.

The average spectral values for each of the six Landsat bands were computed. A plot showing differences in the average reflected values of water, different types of algae (for Fontenelle Reservoir), vegetation growing outside the reservoir, and the bare ground was generated.

Using the average spectral values, the Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) was calculated for all features, where RVI = NIR / RED. We computed Tukey’s test and p values for testing the relationships between different features based on their RVI values in MS Excel.
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